
ALUMINIUM
GATES &
FENCING 



Swing gates Sliding gates Fencing 

Made to measure 
Screwed profiles
Reinforced aluminium profiles
Vertical traverse support for strength 
Wide choice of colours, adonised aluminium and wood grain effect

A collection of modern, classic and elegant aluminium gates and fencing

Pedestrian gates



Prestige Classic 
Collection

Reinforced aluminium profile - 90mm x
60mm and 65mm x 40mm
Choice of colours
Transom connection



Standard Colours

Standard Colours





Standard Colours

Standard Colours





Standard Colours

Standard Colours





Prestige Elegance 
Collection

Reinforced aluminium profile - 90mm x
60mm and 65mm x 40mm
Choice of colours
Transom connection





Standard Colours

Standard Colours





Standard Colours

Standard Colours



Modern 
Collection

Anodised aluminium profile 65mm x 40mm
Anodised sash profile
Connection with corner joints 



Standard Colours

The sash is 65x40mm profile in
INOX colour. 

The infill is 150x14mm profile. 
The alignment is horizontal. 

The decoration is perforated 
aluminium sheet. 

Standard Colours





Standard Colours

Standard Colours

The decoration is sand 
blasted glass.

The infill is composite panel. 

The sash is 65x40mm profile in
INOX colour. 

The sash is 65x40mm profile in
INOX colour. 

The infill is perforated aluminium 
sheet. 

The decoration is aluminium 
composite panel. 



M484 The profile of the sash frame is
anodised in INOX colour. The design is
horizontal and blind. The infill is
achieved with profiles at dimensions of
100x14mm coated in alternate walnut
and anodised colour. 

M493 The profile of the frame and sash frame is
anodised in INOX colour. The design is horizontal
and blind. The infill is 150x14mm aluminium profile
in anodised colour. 



Standard Colours

Standard Colours

The sash is 65x40mm profile in
INOX colour. 

The sash is 65x40mm profile in
INOX colour. 

The infill is 100x14mm profile. 
The alignment is diagonal. 

The infill is 100x14mm profile. 
The alignment is horizontal. 

The decoration is perforated 
aluminium sheet. 

The decoration is 14x14mm 
INOX profile. 





Fence 
Collection

CLASSIC - horizotal or vertical, single or 2 colour -
your choice! 60mm x 60mm columns.

ELEGANCE - horizontal and matching colour profiles
and frames & you can add inox profiles. 60mm x
60mm columns.

MODERN - Columns and accessories are in adonised
aluminium with an inox finish. 60mm x 60mm or
40mm x 40mm columns. 





The columns have dimensions of 60x60mm and
the colour is brown metallic. Horizontal profiles
have dimensions of 150x14mm with gaps between
them.













Gate Accessories

Made of galvanised steel and coated in
black. Horizontal and vertical adjustment.
The teflon on the lower side, gives proper
alignment,smooth rolling and continuous
hold of the gate in order to prevent
troubles in functionality.

Travel stop for side-hung gates. It is fixed
with plugs and is combined with a bolt to
secure the gate. It is made of electro
galvanised steel and it has 4 fixing points.

Optional choice for doors of all
categories. It is adjustable for thick
profiles from 40mm–120 mm. Functions
independently without a latch. The
material is polyamide and the colour
black. 

Made of steel and zinc, coated in black.
Plastic cover and stainless steel pin φ12,
Y 35mm. Adjusts horizontally 40 - 80mm
and vertically 15mm.

Base made of stainless steel, aluminum
cover coated in black. 3D adjustable,
Pin φ12, Y 20mm.

Placed on the side of the wall
and adjusts for sashes from 40 to
120mm thick, is painted in black.

Placed in the end of the pulleys
guide to terminate the gates
opening.

Striker for sliding gates made of
galva-nised steel, coated in black
colour. Adjustable for sashes
from 40mm - 90mm.

Screwed to the side wall and
leads the sliding gate to the end
stop.

Suitable for mounting on gates with frequent
use. Bolt tip with cut-proof characteristics, in
order to ensure great hold and high-break
security.

Bolt tip stroke 21mm. Operating base,
connecting element and lever from Zamak.
Bolt from cut-proof carbonitrided steel.
Installation in Camera Europea Groove.



Gate Accessories



Gate Profiles



Fencing Profiles



Gate Innovations



Pivot Hinges 



Gates in a KIT



Colour Chart

Other colours available on request



Cantilever Gates



Inclined Hinge 




